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Presentation. 1. Tell the story of the
poem—what led to writing it, and when it
was written.
 2.	Study the poem by sections with the
class.   The first study will include the first
three stanzas.
 3.	Select the words  whose  meaning the
pupils may not understand.
 4.	Select the objects named in the picture
which the pupils may not have seen.   To some
city pupils the smithy and the chestnut tree
will be strange objects.    The bellows and
the sledge may also be unfamiliar.   Sexton
may also need attention.
 5.	Have the pupils describe the picture.
The description must include a description of
the chestnut tree, the smithy and the smith.
Eecitation. 1. Have the class read the
first stanza.
 2.	Watch for faulty expression.   This in-
dicates lack of comprehension.
 3.	Bead the second and third stanzas.
 4.	Call upon the different members to read
the three stanzas.   This will reveal their de-
gree of comprehension of the division studied.
Other Sections. The second and third
divisions can probably be taken at one les-
son. The scene in the smithy will need ex-
planation to the children who have not seen
a forge. The flame is small and the roar of
the bellows is the sound made by the current
of air forced through the fire. The pupils
may not know what chaff is. Be sure that1
the children get a correct mental picture
of the smithy.
The fourth and fifth stanzas need but little
explanation. The chief thought to bring out is
that beneath a rough exterior the smith car-
ries a kind and loving heart.
The last division should be taken at one
lesson. The first stanza teaches the lesson of
industry and shows the satisfaction arising
from completing one's task. The last stanza
refers to the lesson which the smith's life
teacheSj and compares his work at the forge
with work of each individual in shaping Ms
character. This poem is usually read before
the pupils can fully grasp the thoughts in this
stanza, yet they will get some comprehen-
sion of them. It is well to carry the study
only so far as they can readily follow it.
Be^iew.   1. After the entire poem has
twen studied according to this plan, have the
members of the class read it.   Each member
should read the entire poem.
2. Have the class memorize the poem.
 paul hevere's ride
"Paul Eevere's Ride" was written in 1860
or 1861, and constitutes the landlord's tale
in the first series of "Tales of a Wayside
Inn," published in 1863. This volume com-
prises a collection of short poems, and the
author presents them as though they were
told by a number of friends who occasionally
meet at the Old Howe Tavern in Sudbury,
Massachusetts. This tavern was known as
the "Wayside Inn," and is still standing. In
the introduction to the poem, the poet de-
scribes the friends who are accustomed to
gather around the fireside. The musician,
who is characterized as "The Angel with the
Violin/' was the celebrated Ole Bull. The
Sicilian was Professor Luige Monti, a cele-
brated scholar and lecturer. The theologian
was Reverend Samuel Longfellow, the poet's
brother, and the poet was Thomas William
Parsons.
The appearance of this strong, patriotic
poem just before the breaking out of the
Civil War was not a mere coincidence. In
"Paul Revere's Ride," as in "The Building
of the Ship," Longfellow seizes on a com-
mon incident for the purpose of teaching a
memorable lesson in patriotism. The teacher
who fails to lead her pupils to realize this
lesson fails to reach the climax of the poem.
paul kevbre's ride
Listen, my children, and you shall hear
Of the midnight ride of Paul Revere,
On the eighteenth of April, in seventy-five;
Hardly a man is now alive
Who remembers that famous day and year.
He said to his friend, " If the British march
By land  or sea from the  town  tonight,
Hang a lantern aloft in the belfry arch
Of the North Church tower as a signal light-
One, if by land, and two, if by sea;
And I on the opposite shore will be,
Ready to  ride and spread  the alarm
Through every Middlesex village and farm
For the country folk to be up and to arm.**
Then he said "Good-night!" and with muf-
fled oar
Silently rowed to the Charlestown shore,
Just as the moon rose over the bay,
Where swinging wide at her mooring lay
The Somerset, British man-of-war;
A phantom ship, with each mast and spar
Across the moon like a prison bar,
And a huge black hulk, that was magnified
By its own reflection in the tide.
Meanwhile,  his friend,' through alley and
street,
Wanders and watches with eager ears,
Till in the silence around him he hears

